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MODEL: PBSV
THE PBS (V) is designed in structure with a canopy made of steel and aluminum.
It’s mounted on a truck chassis like the ISUZU or any other accoeding to customer needs. 

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 



MODEL: PBST



DIESEL and ELECTRIC 
MODEL: 1000-3000L



TOILET AND WATER SERVICE CART

The Panus Potable Water & Toilet Servicing carts are designed to provide airlines and the airport
servicing industry with an all stainless steel unit for servicing aircraft potable water systems.

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 
MODEL: 250-1000Lt







ELECTRIC CONVEYOR BELT LOADER

MODEL: PA-CBL

Aircraft conveyor selfpropelled, is a specialized ground 
support equipment used at airports to load and unload 
cargo and baggage from aircraft. The Bliss-fox belt loader 
is available in diesel and electric version. Additional we 
have available different options like the ASD system, 
canopy and cabin.

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 



TOWABLE CONVEYOR BELT LOADER

MODEL: PA-CBL-TB

Aircraft conveyor towable, is a specialized ground support 
equipment used at airports to load and unload cargo and 
baggage from aircraft. The Bliss-fox belt loader is available 
in diesel and electric version. Additional we have available 
different options like the ASD system, canopy and 
pedestrian drive.

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 



TOWBARS ALL TOGETHER
Aircraft towbars are essential tools used in aviation for the 
purpose of moving and towing aircraft on the ground, 
particularly when they are not powered and need to be 
repositioned within an airport, maintenance facility, or on 
the tarmac. These towbars come in various shapes and 
sizes to accommodate different types and sizes of aircraft. 
Bliss/fox is distributor of CLYDE towbars.



AIRLINE BOARDING VEHICLE FOR THE DISABLED

MODEL: PA-AMBU2400-5800 
DIESEL and ELECTRIC 

An ambulift is a specialized vehicle used at airports to 
facilitate the boarding and deplaning of passengers with 
reduced mobility, such as those who use wheelchairs or 
have difficulty walking. We can provide you with different 
truck chassis diesel or electric and different heights as per 
aircraft requirements.



CATERING TRUCK

MODEL: PA-CT
DIESEL and ELECTRIC 

The Catering Truck is is a specialized ground support 
equipment used at airports to load and unload fresh good 
& drinks to aircraft. We can provide different truck chassis 
diesel or electric and different heights as per aircraft 
requirements.



DIESEL and ELECTRIC 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TRUCK

MODEL: MLH 10
A maintenance truck platform for aircraft is a specialized 
vehicle designed to provide access and support for 
maintenance and servicing activities on aircraft, particularly 
in areas that are high or hard to reach. These platforms are 
used in aviation maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) 
operations and come in various configurations to 
accommodate different aircraft types and maintenance 
requirements. We can provide you with different truck 
chassis diesel or electric and different heights.



GROUND POWER UNIT

MODEL: GPU EFFETI

The unit has been designed focusing on client 
real needs and manufactured following EFFETI 
quality standard, the GPU 400Hz EFFETI series FT99 
is intended for aircraft power supply combining 
sturdiness, safety and reliability with a neat 
design that suits perfectly to all your needs.
GPU FT99 strong point is the 1500 R.p.m. rating.

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 



AIR CONDITION UNIT

MODEL: ACU

Air Conditioning Unit Effeti – the ultimate solution to keep 
your ground support equipment and personnel comfortable 
in even the most demanding conditions. Designed with precision 
and efficiency in mind, our AC unit is a must-have addition 
to any airport operation.

DIESEL and ELECTRIC 



REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT STRIPS CARGO HOOKS

AIRCRAFT AND GSE CHOCKS
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